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Access
DEVA+ is available at the PC laboratory. The login information is the
following:
Username: User1
Password: User1

Username: User2
Password: User2

Username: User9
Password: User9

The user is free to choose among one of the above combinations.
Please note that once you logged in with a specific number, your
evaluations concerning the optimization are only available using the
same number next time you log in.
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Motivation (I)
• Institutional investors have to manage their portfolio; the initial asset
allocation has to be examined regularly and rebalanced according to
environmental changes
• Such environmental factors influencing the optimal asset allocation
are:
–
–
–
–
–

market frictions
volatilities
future rebalancing activities
market and currency risk
regulatory and strategic restrictions
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Motivation (II)

• DEVA + L supports the institutional decision-maker in the
computation of the tactical and strategic asset allocation:
– tactical asset allocation:
Current portfolio is examined in a short-term context
 short-term planning horizon
– strategic asset allocation:
Definition and selection of an appropriate benchmark
 long-term planning horizon

• Future rebalancing activities, transaction costs, investment
restrictions and Regime Switches in financial markets are taken into
account in the optimization process.
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Analytical basics
Multistage stochastic optimization (I)

• Statistical distributions of asset returns are discretized with a scenario
tree.
• The multistage approach allows to parameterize the theoretical
distributions for each period separately.
• In each period, different risk structures can be considered which
correspond to different regimes at the financial markets.
• By the stochastic modeling of the relevant data, empirical facts like fat
tails, volatility clustering, contagion, co-movement and decoupling
can be taken into account adequately.
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Analytical basics
Multistage stochastic optimization (II)
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Analytical basics
Factor models used to estimate risk structures (I)

• DEVA+ models the interaction between correlation and volatility with
a factor model, which explicitly takes the different regimes at the
financial markets into account and therefore grants a realistic
modeling of markets.
• Empirical analyses show, that at least two regimes are indispensable:

Regime 1: Bull Market
–
–
–
–

Low volatility
Low correlation between stocks
Bonds and stocks show positive
correlation
The correlation between stocks and
the foreign currencies is almost
zero.

Regime 2: Bear Market
–
–
–
–

High volatility
High correlation between stocks
Bonds and stocks are negatively
correlated
USD and EURO show positive
correlation with the equity factor.
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Analytical basics
Factor models used to estimate risk structures (II)
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Analytical basics
Integrative modeling of liabilities

• DEVA + L (L for liabilities) takes future obligations of the investor via a
synthetical index into account and therefore allows the integration of
the liabilities as an additional argument in the optimization.
• Furthermore, the correlation of the liabilities with the other portfolio
components is considered, which in return allows to exploit the
available diversification potential the most:
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DEVA – Input data
Overview

•

DEVA supports four levels to structure the application:
1. Portfolio manager
2. Portfolio level
3. Allocation level
4. Case level

•

Creating the four levels is a precondition for running any optimization.

•

In the following screenshot, the four levels can be found on the left
hand side, which serves as a navigator tree.
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DEVA – Input data
Level 1 & 2: Portfolio manager & Portfolio level

•
•
•
•
•

Each user can be represented by a portfolio manager.
With a right-mouse-click on the respective item, one can create, rename and
delete a portfolio manager.
The administration of any read/ write permissions can be undertaken under
Extras  User Management
Each portfolio manager should have specific portfolios on the portfolio level,
e.g., Portfolio Global Assets, Portfolio Insurance etc.
The creation, deletion and renaming of portfolios is done analogous to the
previous level.
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DEVA – Input data
Level 3: Allocation level

• With a right-mouse-click on the created portfolio on level 2 (e.g.
Portfolio Global Assets), the user can now create an allocation.
• When creating an allocation, the user is asked to specify a base
model file from a given list of possibilities, the desired currency and
an allocation name. (Note: The base model file cannot be changed beyond this
point unless a new allocation is created.)

• After confirming the inputs above with OK the allocation window is
divided into four sheets: Allocation/ Assets, Initial Portfolio/ Asset
Groups, Liabilities and Unmanaged Assets.
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DEVA – Input data
Level 3: Allocation level - Allocation/ Assets (I)

Allocation/ Assets:
•

Under the section Base Model the user has to determine the length of the
different periods. While the number of periods are three, the length of the
periods are parameters given in months.
Additionally, in each period the degree of discretization has to be defined.
The higher the discretization the more scenarios are generated in the
respective period; this reduces the model risk but increases the numerical
effort required.

•

Under the section Assets, the user has to specify which assets shall be
considered in the portfolio construction. (Note: The available assets on the left
hand side depend on the underlying base model file.)

•

Under the section Liabilities the user can incorporate an absolute amount of
liabilities into the optimization process if necessary; these future obligations
are „translated“ into a synthetic liability index which can be treated as an
inclusion of an additional, independent asset category in the portfolio.
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DEVA – Input data
Level 3: Allocation level - Allocation/ Assets (II)

Allocation/ Assets:
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DEVA – Input data
Level 3: Allocation level - Initial Portfolio/ Asset Groups

Initial Portfolio/ Asset Groups:

• The initial portfolio has to be entered in absolute values. The
corresponding weights are calculated automatically.
• Asset Groups can be defined with a click on the button Asset Groups.
The members of the new asset group can be selected with the check
boxes in the column of the group.
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DEVA – Input data
Level 3: Allocation level - Liabilities

Liabilities:

• In case liabilities are considered, on the next sheet, the absolute
amount has to be specified.
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DEVA – Input data
Level 3: Allocation level - Unmanaged Assets

Unmanaged Assets:

• Assets which are part of the portfolio, but should not be traded, can
be determined by the user; hence, in the optimization process the
pre-specified asset can neither be bought nor sold.
• In case the user desires the consideration of such unmanaged assets
in the optimization process, one can proceed as follows:
First the name of the asset, second the class name and subsequently
the market prices at the different points in time have to be entered.
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DEVA – Input data
Level 4: Case level

• For one allocation, different cases can be created, each specified
with different assumptions concerning asset drifts, riskless returns,
transaction costs etc.
• With a right-mouse-click on the allocation item, the user can create
the first case.
• After confirming the input above with OK the respective case window
is again divided into five sheets which require further specification:
Drifts & Riskless Returns, Transaction Costs, Cash Flows/
Thresholds, Asset & Group Bounds and Expected Portfolio Return
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DEVA – Input data
Level 4: Case level – Drifts & Riskless Return

•
•
•

The default setting of the return/ drift estimation in DEVA is based on a
regime switching model.
This model takes the most important observations of Empirical Finance, such
as fat tails, volatility clustering, decoupling, etc., into account.
For the sake of flexibility, in any case, the user can overwrite the default
settings with own research results.
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DEVA – Input data
Level 4: Case level – Transaction Costs

• The default transaction costs can either be used or overwritten in the
respective sheet.
• Choosing high transaction costs will lead, ceteris paribus, to efficient
portfolios which stick to the initial one.
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DEVA – Input data
Level 4: Case level – Cash Flows/ Thresholds

• In order to capture potential future cash inflows or outflows into the
optimization process, the user can specify this information in the
respective time period.
• A further restriction in the optimization process can be defined by the
user in entering thresholds for each period. After the optimization,
DEVA computes the corresponding shortfall probability.
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DEVA – Input data
Level 4: Case level – Asset & Group Bounds

•

Most investors are confronted with a
set of regulative and/ or internal
restrictions in the asset allocation
context. (E.g. a pension fund might
have a maximum limit on investment in
shares or FX.)

•

Types of bounds:
–

Relative bounds on single assets: For each
asset upper & lower limits can be considered.
These bounds are relative limits with respect to
the value of the portfolio after rebalancing.

–

Absolute bound for Cash: Particularly
important with regard to liquidity.

–

Buy & Sell bounds: The transactions can be
restricted with selling or buying limits.

–

Relative group bounds: If asset groups have
been defined at the allocation level, upper and
lower bounds can be specified for these
groups.
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DEVA – Input data
Level 4: Case level – Expected Portfolio Return

• The last input sheet allows the user to specify the expected returns or
target returns (annualized continuous time returns) respectively, for
which the optimization problem shall be solved.
• Since the numerical effort to solve the optimization problem is
considerable, it may make sense to consider only a set of expected
returns (approximately 10 to 20).
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DEVA – Optimization

•
•

•
•
•
•

After having defined the target returns at the case level, the respective case
is ready for the optimization process.
In order to compute all efficient portfolios at the same time, the user can
right-mouse-click on the case item and select Mark case for optimization.
Alternatively, as shown in the following screenshot, the selection can be done
under Edit found in the menu toolbar.
The user will notice that all target returns are now marked with an
interrogation mark.
The next and final step is to right-mouse-click on the respective case and
select Perform optimization.
In the same manner, it is also possible to mark an allocation and then to
optimize a set of cases.
The successful optimizations are provided with a check mark, whereas the
infeasible problems are crossed-out on the left hand side.
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DEVA – Optimization (II)
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DEVA – Reporting & Visualization
Report on case level (I)

•

•

To visualize the results of one efficient portfolio optimization, the user can
select the respective target return found in the portfolio navigator on the left
hand side.
There are four result pages:
–

Efficient portfolio:

The optimal portfolio weights are shown as a pie-diagram.

–

Transactions:

This view shows which transactions have to be undertaken in order
to convert the initial portfolio into a efficient portfolio.

–

Distribution:

DEVA provides the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of final
wealth if the selected efficient portfolio is implemented and optimally
rebalanced during the planning horizon.
Note: In case the user specified a threshold in the input window
Cash flows/ Thresholds a black line will be plotted accordingly,
intersecting the cdf. The corresponding probability is the shortfall
risk. In the example shown this means: „With a shortfall probability of
30% the value of the portfolio will be CHF 1‘000 (threshold) or less.“
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DEVA – Reporting & Visualization
Report on case level (II)

–

Surplus distribution:

Unlike the cdf in the distribution display, the surplus distribution takes
the liabilities into account. Hence, the values on the x- axis
correspond to the portfolio value minus the value of the liabilities.
For a threshold of CHF 1‘000 the shortfall probability was 30%.
Taking the liabilities into account, the interpretation remains
consistent: With the same probability the final portfolio value will be
CHF 100 (=1‘000-100) or less.
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DEVA – Reporting & Visualization
Report on case level (III)
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DEVA – Reporting & Visualization
Report on case level (IV)
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DEVA – Reporting & Visualization
Report on aggregate allocation level

•

In order to compare different efficient portfolios, the user can switch to the
aggregate allocation level where the results of the different cases are
summarized.

•

By clicking on the icon as shown in the picture,
the user will switch to the result mode.
Under Display modes graphical details can be
changed
The other navigator windows provide the user
with additional reporting on the aggregate level.

•
•
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DEVA – Reporting & Visualization
Personalizing your graphics

•

The user can personalize the displayed graphics by selecting the toolbar.
(Right-mouse-click on the graphic)
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